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Most digital radiologic images have an extended con
trast range of 9 to 13 bits, and are stored in memory
and disk as 16-bit integers. Consequently, it is difficult
to view such images on computers with 8-bit red-green
blue (RGB) graphic systems. Two approaches have
traditionally been used: (1) perform a one-time conver
sion of the 16-bit image data to 8-bit gray-scale data,
and then adjust the brightness and contrast of the
image by manipulating the color palette (palette anima
tion); and (2) use a software lookup table to interac
tively convert the 16-bit image data to 8-bit gray-scale
values with different window width and window level
parameters. The first method can adjust image appear
ance in real time, but some image features may not be
visible because of the lack of access to the full contrast
range of the image and any region of interest measure
ments may be inaccurate. The second method allows
"windowing" and "leveling" through the full contrast
range of the image, but there is a delay after each
adjustment that some users may find objectionable.
We describe a method that combines palette anima
tion and the software lookup table conversion method
that optimizes the changes in image contrast and
brightness on computers with standard 8-bit RGB
graphic hardware-the dual lookup table algorithm.
This algorithm links changes in the window/level
control to changes in image contrast and brightness
via palette animation. The purpose of the algorithm is
to use palette animation to mimic changes in image
appearance performed by the software lookup table
method after the window width and window level
parameters have changed. The algorithm combines
the advantages of both methods: rapid manipulation
of image brightness and contrast by palette animation,
and the ability to window and level on the full 16-bit
image data using the software lookup table. This
algorithm may be useful for applications that display
16-bit radiologic images on computers with standard
8-bit RGB graphic systems.
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RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGES obtained by
the computed tomographic, magnetic reso

nance imaging, and computed radiography imag
ing modalities typically contain 9 to 13 bits of
contrast resolution per pixel. Typically, each
pixel is represented in memory and on disk
storage as a 16-bit unsigned integer.' The dis
play systems associated with these modalities
allow the user the select a portion of the image
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contrast range for viewing on a monitor. The
user interface for this selection is typically the
familiar "window" and "level" control. These
display systems have special graphic hardware
that can directly convert 9- to 16-bit pixels into
gray shades for display on the monitor. When
viewing and/or analyzing radiographic images
on a display console, the full contrast resolution
should be available to the user. Otherwise, not
all of the image features might be visible, and
any quantitative measurements obtained with
region of interest analysis might not be accu
rate.

Displaying radiologic images on personal com
puters (PCs), on the other hand, presents spe
cial challenges because the graphic hardware
associated with most PCs can only display gray
scale images with at most 8 bits of color resolu
tion per pixel, ie, 256 gray shades (28 = 256).
Higher resolution red-green-blue (RGB) color
graphic systems that use 16-, 24- or 32-bits of
color resolution per pixel are now increasingly
common; but while these systems can display far
more than 256 colors, they are still incapable of
displaying more than 256 gray shades per pixel.?
There are two methods of displaying extended
contrast range radiologic images on PCs. First,
the 16-bit pixels can be converted to 8-bit gray
scale pixels before display. Then contrast and
brightness adjustments to the image can be
made via palette animation (described below).
However, as noted above, because the full
contrast range of the image is not available, not
all image features may be visible, and any
quantitative measurements of the image may
contain errors. Second, a software lookup table
can be used to interactively convert the 16-bit
pixels to 8-bit gray-scale pixels. When coupled
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with a window /Ievel control, the images can be
interactively viewed under different window
and level settings. An optimized method for
using such a software lookup table has been
described.' Although this second method re
tains access to the full contrast resolution of the
image, there is a delay after each window and
level adjustment that some users may find objec
tionable.

RGB GRAPHIC HARDWARE

On 8-bit RGB graphic systems, the determina
tion of which color or gray shade is displayed on
the monitor is determined by a hardware lookup
table and a software data structure known as a
color palette (Fig 1 and Table 1). The hardware
lookup table matches the 8-bit image data value
in the display memory with an RGB value: on
Macintosh computers (Apple Computer, Cuper
tino, CA), this arrangement has been termed an
indexed-pixel system.' The color palette, on the
other hand, determines which RGB values are
in the hardware lookup table.

Adjustment of the brightness and contrast of
an 8-bit gray scale image on computers with
standard 8-bit RGB graphic hardware is typi
cally accomplished by changing the RGB en
tries of the color palette, and then using the
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Fig 1. Indexed Color System. The 8·bit image is stored in
video random access memory (RAM) from system memory.
The hardware lookup table (lUT) matches the 8·bit image
value with RGB intensity values. The color palette (Table 1), in
system memory, determines which RGB values are stored in
the hardware lookup table. The video circuitry converts the
RGB values into an RGB signal, which is displayed on the
monitor!
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Table 1. The Normal (Baseline) Color Palette

Index Red Green Blue

0 0 0 0
1 257 257 257
2 514 514 514
3 771 771 771
4 1028 1028 1028
5 1285 1285 1285
6 1542 1542 1542
7 1799 1799 1799
8 2056 2056 2056
9 2313 2313 2313

10 2570 2570 2570
11 2827 2827 2827
12 3084 3084 3084
13 3341 3341 3341
14 3598 3598 3598
15 3855 3855 3855

t t t t
240 61680 61680 61680
241 61937 61937 61937
242 62194 62194 62194
243 62451 62451 62451
244 62708 62708 62708
245 62965 62965 62965
246 63222 63222 63222
247 63479 63479 63479
248 63736 63736 63736
249 63993 63993 63993
250 64250 64250 64250
251 64507 64507 64507
252 64764 64764 64764
253 65021 65021 65021
254 65278 65278 65278
255 65535 65535 65535

The color palette determines which color/gray shade (RGB

values) is associated with each 8-bit pixel value (the index
value). The RGB values were determined from equation 4 where
Pi = i. The RGB values (0,0,0) are converted to black on the
monitor, and the values (65535, 65535, 65535) are converted to
white. For grayscale images, the values for the RGB channels
are equal for each index position, as in this example.

palette to update the RGB entries of the
hardware lookup table. On the Macintosh and
other computers, this process is termed palette
animation. The palette entries can be changed
very quickly because, at most, 256 RGB values
have to be altered, and each RGB value is
composed of three 16-bit integers (1 each for
the red, green, and blue channels). After the
color palette and hardware lookup table have
been altered, the displayed image reflects the
changed palette at the next display monitor
update, which occurs roughly 60 times per
second. Palette animation allows essentially
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real time adjustment of brightness and contrast
of 8-bit gray-scale images.

DUAL LOOKUP TABLE ALGORITHM

In this article, we describe an algorithm that
combines palette animation and the software
lookup table 16- to 8-bit conversion method to
optimize the display of 16-bit radiographic im
ages on computers with standard 8-bit graphic
hardware-the dual lookup table algorithm.
This algorithm links changes in the window/
level control to changes in image contrast and
brightness via palette animation. The purpose
of the algorithm is to use palette animation to
mimic changes in image appearance performed
by the software lookup table method after the
window width and window level parameters
have changed. This algorithm combines the
advantages of both methods: rapid manipula
tion of image brightness and contrast by palette
animation and the ability to window and level
on the full 16-bit image data using the software
lookup table.

The following equation describes a software
lookup table that can convert 16-bit image
values into 8-bit gray-scale values for a given
window width and window level setting of the
window /Ievel control:

LUTj = II(2~6)(i - L)1+ 128rs

. (i = 0 ~ [2n - 1]) (1)

where LUT is an array of 8-bit gray-scale integer
values bounded from 0 to 255, W is the window
width, L is the window level, and n is the bit
depth of the image! and [2n - 1] is the largest
possible image data value for the image. By
using the image data value of each pixel as an
index for the array LUT, the 16-bit image is
converted to an 8-bit gray-scale image as fol
lows.'

Ig, = LUT[Ik] (k = 0 ~ N - 1) (2)

where h is the 16-bit image data value, Ig, is the
converted 8-bit gray-scale value, N is the num
ber of pixels in the image and LUT is the array
derived in equation 1.

To link the window /level control with palette
animation, we can derive the following equa
tions, which determine new color palette RGB
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values given a change in the window width and
window level setting:

Pi = II(Wl)(i - 128) ~2(256)(~ - Ll)1

rs
+ 128 0 (i = 0 ~ 255) (3)

where Pi is an 8-bit integer bounded from 0 to
255 that is related to the RGB values in the
color palette (see equation 4 below), W j and L,

Table 2. The Effect of Different Window Settings on the

Color Palette

Index Normal A B

0 0 0 0
1 257 0 0
2 514 0 0
3 771 0 0
4 1028 0 0
5 1285 0 0
6 1542 0 0
7 1799 257 0
8 2056 514 0
9 2313 771 0

10 2570 1028 0
11 2827 1285 0
12 3084 1542 0
13 3341 1799 0
14 3598 2056 257
15 3855 2570 514
t t t t

235 60395 61937 63479
236 60652 62194 63736
237 60909 62451 63993
238 61166 62708 64250
239 61423 62965 64507
240 61680 63222 64764
241 61937 63479 65278
242 62194 63736 65535
243 62451 63993 65535
244 62708 64250 65535
245 62965 64507 65535
246 63222 64764 65535
247 63479 65021 65535
248 63736 65278 65535
249 63993 65535 65535
250 64250 65535 65535
251 64507 65535 65535
252 64764 65535 65535
253 65021 65535 65535
254 65278 65535 65535
255 65535 65535 65535

Each of the right three columns represents one of the RGB

channels under different window/level settings. Initial values

(equation 3): window (W,) = 1000, level (L,) = 500. Column

Normal: baseline values (same as Table 1); Column A: W, =
950, L, = 1000; Column B: W, = 900, L, = 1000.
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are the initial window width and window level
settings (after the last 16-bit to 8-bit conver
sion), and W2 and L 2 are the new window width
and window level settings obtained from the
window/Ievel control. The values of Pi allow us
to change the color palette so that image con
trast and brightness are appropriately changed
to reflect the new window width and window
level settings.

Pi * 65,535
red, = green; = blue, = 255

'(i=0~255) (4)

where red, green, blue, are the 16-bit RGB
values associated with the color palette (Table
1), and P, is defined from equation 3. The value
65,535 is the largest number that can be repre
sented by a 16-bit integer. Finally, the values in
the new color palette are transferred to the
hardware lookup table, and the image appear
ance is altered at the next monitor refresh
(palette animation).

IMPLEMENTATION

The dual lookup table algorithm has been
implemented in an Macintosh application writ
ten in Think C 5.0 (Symantec Corp, Cupertino,
CA). The following steps show the algorithm in
practice.

1. A 16-bit image is read from disk into
memory, and stored in an array. The color
palette is set to the default values (Table
1).

2. A software lookup table is used to convert
the 16-bit image values into 8-bit gray
scale values using default window width
and window level settings (equations 1 and
2).

3. The 8-bit gray-scale values are then dis
played on the monitor as gray shades using
the hardware lookup table and color pal
ette (Fig 1).

4. The user adjusts the window width and/or
the window level control in the program.
The original settings correspond to W] and
L] in equation 3, and the new settings
correspond to W2 and L2•

5. The RGB values of the color palette asso
ciated with the image are changed per
equations 3 and 4.

6. This altered color palette is used to change
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the RGB entries in the hardware lookup
table (palette animation).

7. At the next display monitor update, the
image is altered.

8. The process is repeated until the user
stops changing the window/level control.
After a brief delay, a new set of 8-bit
gray-scale values are obtained from the
16-bit image data values using the latest
window width and window level settings
(equations 1 and 2).

Table 3. The Effect of Different Level Settings on the

Color Palette

Index Normal A B

0 0 0 0
1 257 0 0
2 514 0 0
3 771 0 0
4 1028 0 0
5 1285 0 0
6 1542 0 0
7 1799 257 0
8 2056 514 0
9 2313 771 0

10 2570 1028 0
11 2827 1285 0
12 3084 1542 0
13 3341 1799 0
14 3598 2056 257
15 3855 2313 514
16 4112 2570 771
17 4369 2827 1028
18 4626 3084 1285
19 4883 3341 1542
20 5140 3598 1799

~ ~ ~ ~

240 61680 60138 58339
241 61937 60395 58596
242 62194 60652 58853
243 62451 60909 59110
244 62708 61166 59367
245 62965 61423 59624
246 63222 61680 59881
247 63479 61937 60138
248 63736 62194 60395
249 63993 62451 60652
250 64250 62708 60909
251 64507 62965 61166
252 64764 63222 61423
253 65021 63479 61680
254 65278 63736 61937
255 65535 63993 62194

Each of the right three columns represents one of the RGB

channels under different window/level settings. Initial values

(equation 3): window (W,) = 1000, level (L,) = 500. Normal:

baseline values (same as Table 1); Column A: W, = 1000, L, =
525; Column B: W, = 1000, L, = 550.
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9. The color palette is then reset to its
normal (baseline) values (Table 1).

The effect of different window !level settings
on the RGB values of the color palette are
further shown in Tables 2 and 3.

DISCUSSION

Our implementation of the dual lookup algo
rithm has met the original design goals: the
change in the image appearance via palette
animation closely mimics the change from the
window width/window level adjustment via the
software lookup table method. We believe this
algorithm may be useful for applications that
display 16-bit radiologic images on computers
with standard 8-bit RGB graphic systems. Of
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course, because palette animation only works
on an 8-bit subset of the original image data, at
times a banding or thresholding artifact can be
noted in the image. These artifacts occurs be
cause fewer and fewer gray scales are available
to display as the adjustment of the window
width/window level control continues. These
artifacts are most prominent when the change
in window width or window level setting is
relatively large, and if the window width or the
window level setting has increased in value. We
have also noted a brief flash in the image when a
new 16- to 8-bit conversion and color palette
resetting occurs (steps 8 and 9, above). This
flash can be minimized if the "black" index
entry (RGB value = 0, 0, 0) is kept the same at
all times.
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